
Written Exam 
Test yourself 



How to revise

▪ Use the ‘What I need to Know’ sheet at the front of your folder to identify areas you need to focus on
▪ Go through silent retrievals and identify incorrect answers

1. Decide what you need to focus on

2. Find the information that you need for the topic

▪ Dig out the relevant knowledge organiser 
▪ Use silent retrievals and other resources 
▪ Use digitaltheatreplus and BBC bitesize 

3. Do something with the information

▪ Create cue cards 
▪ Create spider diagrams 
▪ Actually do the thing e.g create a risk assessment/ marketing/ write a theatre review 

4. Test yourself
▪ Re-do the silent retrieval
▪ Complete the tasks on this PP and hand them to me for feedback 



Who am I?

1. It’s my vision for the production which drives the 
whole process. I  bring together the many complex 
pieces of the production.

2. I create the rehearsal schedule.

3. I source the scenery, furniture and props. I am

responsible for the overall aesthetic of the play. 

Which team do I belong to?

Actor

What am I?

Who created me? 

Who uses me?

Where am I?

Who works in this space?Fixed-term contract: 

Define me:

Label me:

1.
What is the name for a sound from within the world of the play?



Who am I?

1. I show people to their seats.

2. I design the hair and make up.

3. I create the dance routines. 

Which team do I belong to?

Stage manager 

What am I?

Who created me? 

Who uses me?

Where am I?

Who works in this space?

Not for profit 

Define me:

Label me:

2.
Broadly speaking, there are two types of sound, one is recorded sound, what is the other?



Who am I?

1. I secure funding for the production.

2. My job is to ensure the smooth running of a show from 
backstage. I oversee all technical elements and I am generally 

in charge of the performance space at all times.”

3. I am in charge of what is performed in the theatre, and 
which events take place. It is my job to create a schedule that 

best suits the theatre and the public throughout the year. I 
may also direct in-house performances.

Which team do I belong to? 

Lighting designer 

What am I?

Who created me? 

Who uses me?

Where am I?

Who works in this space?Freelance 

Define me:

Label me:

3.

Gloves, hats, scarves, necklaces are examples of which element of costume design?



Who am I?

1. We are in charge of putting the set up, taking it down and 
moving it around during a performance. We wear black so 
we cant be seen during scene changes, and we stay 
backstage to help out with anything else that needs doing 
backstage during a performance.

2. In my role, I might use gauze, fresnels, gels, gobos 

3. I am in charge of ticket sales on the phone, online and on 

the door.

Which team do I belong to? 

Usher

What am I?

Who created me? 

Who uses me?

Where am I?

Who uses this space?

Define me:

Private funding 

Label me:

4.

What is the name for the type of theatre that allows touring productions to perform their work?



Who am I?

1. After an audition, I decide who should have a call back.

2. I move inanimate objects in a way that makes them seem 
like they are alive.

3. I am responsible for the front of house team. 

Which team do I belong to?

Set designer. 

What am I?

Who created me? 

Who uses me?

Which information needs to be included on me?

Where am I?

Who works in this space?

Define me:

Performance rights 

Label me: add stage positions

Apron

5.



Who am I?

1. I lead the orchestra and the musicians. I am in 
charge of all music in a performance, and my duties 
will include rehearsing songs with performers and 
organising the musical arrangements

2. In my role, I might consider using a trap door, a 
revolve or flies. 

3. I oversee the ‘get in’ and the ‘get out’.

Which team do I belong to? 

Dancer

What am I?

Who created me? 

Who uses me?

Where am I?

Who works in this space?

Income 

Define me:

Label me:

6.

Whose point of view are stage positions from?



Who am I?

1. I am the union that protects the rights of 
musicians.

2. I am the DSM.  

3. I will give your company money but I expect a 

return on my investment. 

Which team do I belong to? 
Producer

What am I?

Who created me? 

Who uses me?

Where am I?

Who works in this space?

Permanent contract 

Focus (in the context of dance) 

Define me:

Label me:

7.

The following words fall under which element of dance?

Speed        Energy         Flow/ abrupt Sudden/ sustained Strong/ light Acceleration/ Deceleration 



Who am I?

1. I am the ASM.

2. I am the union that protects the rights of actors.

3. I learn  the lines and blocking for a part in case the actor 
needs me to step in for them.  

Which team do I belong to? 
Playwright  

What am I?

Who created me? 

Who uses me?

Where am I?

Who works in this space?
Revenue 

Define me:

Label me:

8.What do dancers do to improve their flexibility? 



Who am I?

1. I will support your company by giving you money. I don’t 
expect a return on my investment, instead you might give 
me free tickets, put my name in the programme or on a 
seat. 

2. We are a union. Our members work in non-performance 
roles in broadcasting, film and cinema, digital media and 
theatre and the arts.

3. I arrange auditions for my clients and I take a cut of the 
money that they earn. 

What am I?

Who created me? 

Who uses me?

List the key info that needs to be included:

Where am I?

Who works in this space?

Public funding 

Define me:

Label me:

Wool, hessian and cotton are examples of what? 
In terms of status, what type of characters would have characters made from these materials? 9.



Who am I?

1. We deliver health and wellbeing services for 

people who work in the performing arts.

2. Stage positions are from my point of view. 

3. I sit in prompt corner and call the show. 

Which team do I belong to?

Understudy 

What am I?

Who created me? 

Who uses me?

Where am I?

Who works in this space?Expenditure 

Define me:

Label me:

Rather than attending an audition in person, you might record your audition. 
What is the name for this type of audition? 10



List the features of Kneehigh’s work: 

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Where am I?

I’m in a theatre that produces its own work 

and has a repertoire of work.

What am I? 

I am a list of next of kin phone numbers of the 

cast and crew. 

Define me:

Economic benefit 

Label me:

If this is the answer, what is the question?

1. £10.8 billion a year

2. 363,700 jobs

3. People spend money at local businesses such as 
bars, restaurants and shops.

You are taking your performance on a tour of the local primary schools. What do you need to think about in terms of logistics?

11



Convince me…
What am I?

Who created me? 

Who uses me?

Where am I?

Who works in this space?
Royalties

Define me:

Label me:

I want to play music underneath the scene to create a specific mood, what is the name of the technique?
Is this an example of diegetic or non-diegetic sound?

The council are thinking about closing the local theatre. 
Convince me that the theatre should stay open by stating 
2 social and 2 economic benefits to keeping it open.

•

•

•

•

12

Name the four elements of dance:



Tell me…
What am I?

Who created me? 

Who uses me?

Where am I?

Who works in this space?

Zero hours contract  

Define me:

Label me:

A montage of a performer’s best 
performances- a highlights reel.

I am measured in %, what am I? 

How has the work of Kneehigh influenced your 
performance of Ashputtle? Identify the 
techniques you have used and provide examples 
of how you have used them:

➢

➢

➢

13



Identify…
When writing a programme for a season of 

theatre, what does the artistic director need to 

consider to make the theatre accessible to a 

range of audience members?

▪

▪

▪

▪

▪

Define me:

Public liability insurance

Improve me…

into the woods is really good. You should go and watch it because it is 
entertaining and the costumes are cool. 

What is a cue to cue rehearsal?

Who am I?the hazards:

14



Use the info on the following slide 
to complete this production 
timeline
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Which vital advertising information is missing? 

What is a cue to cue rehearsal?

How many jobs does the PA generate for Britain?

How much money does the arts generate for the economy?

How might a new arts venue help the local economy? 

Producer

Director

Stage manager

Theatre manager 

17

Assign the following jobs to the correct role: 
Casts the production            Organises finances         Creates rehearsal schedule                  Has the creative vision  
Manages ushers/ box office staff          Secures venues for touring work            Ensures theatre is safe and clean 
Sets the rehearsal space up            Makes sure production is within budget          

•

•

•



List 5 ways of marketing a production: Imagine that you are marketing two different productions based on 
fairytales called ‘Once Upon a Time’. The first production has a target 
audience of primary school children and the second is for over 16s. 

Production 1: Design merchandise Production 2: write a radio advert

•

•

•

•

•

List some Health & Safety factors that 
the theatre manager would consider:

✓

✓

✓

19



Imagine that you are taking the Christmas show on 
tour. What information would the company need to 
find out about the venues to adapt their work 
appropriately?
➢

➢

➢

➢

➢

➢

Decide which of the following are sources of income or 
expenditure:
Ticket sales    Rehearsal hire       Theatre hire    Funding 
Money from merchandise        Wages     Insurance   
Money from the bar      Marketing      Sale of raffle tickets

Income Expenditure

Which business term links the following 
statements?

Mariah Carey makes $600,000- $1,000,000 every year 
from her song All I want for Christmas is You.

Slade’s track Merry Xmas Everybody pulls in an estimated 
huge £520,000 a year, with Wham!’s hit Last Christmas

List 5 styles of dance: 

20



Choose a specific performance skill (learning lines, diction, flexibility etc.) and provide a specific example to explain 
how you have developed this skill during the course:
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

Read the brief and identify the following key features:

Target audience: 
Theme:
Venue: 
Time of year: 
Time of performance: 

Your company are invited to participate in a community arts 

festival. This festival will be held on 16th, 17th and 18th August 

2021. The theme is ‘looking back’ and the organisers want 

audiences to see how lockdown has had an effect on their 

lives. Audiences will be drawn from all areas of the 

community. Performances will be staged at a suitable 

community venue at 7.30pm each evening. 

Identify four factors about this brief that a production 

company should consider when planning for the festival. 

21



Name the dance actions

22



What is the key 
information that you need 
to identify when reading a 
brief? 

•

•

•

•

Which part of the dancer’s body is 
being moved in isolation?

23

What do the following 
abbreviations stand for? 
ASM-
DSM-
SM-
CS-
DSL-
USR-
SFX-
LX-



Who influenced the practitioner? 

What are the key features of their style?

How has their work influenced yours? 

Choose a practitioner:

24



Autumn Winter

Spring Summer

1. Who writes the programme for a company? 
2. What do you need to consider when writing a programme?
3. Write a programme for Tod Hippodrome below:

Programme for a season 

25



Director: Stage Manager: Producer:

Theatre Manager: Artistic director: Set designer:

List the main responsibilities for the following job roles:

26



Actor: Dancer: Musician:

Costume designer: Sound designer: Lighting:

List the main responsibilities for the following job roles:

27



Actor: Dancer: Musician:

Costume designer: Sound designer: Lighting:

List the main responsibilities for the following job roles:

• Create CV/ Headshots
• Auditions 
• Learns lines 
• Attends rehearsals
• Takes notes to improve 
• Get fitted for costume
• Perform during shows 

• Audition 
• Warm up 
• Learn choreography 
• Take notes to improve 
• Get fitted for costume 
• Attend all rehearsals 
• Perform during show 

• Create demo tapes
• Audition 
• Learn music/sight read 
• Attend rehearsal
• Take feedback from MD

• Meet with director 
• Research time period/style
• Meet with actors to discuss 

characters 
• Measure actors 
• Source/ make costumes 
• Attend dress rehearsal and 

make amendments

• Meet director 
• Read script 
• Source sounds 
• Create sounds 
• Create cue sheets 



Create a sound cue sheet. Complete the sound terminology: 

Die
No
Vo
Rec
Li
Sou
Fa
Dis
Dir
Ec

Using x to represent each dancer and             , show 3 different ways of 
how you could have dancers moving in different directions. 

x x x x x

x x x x x

What is the name of the licence that you need to play music in a public 
performance? (1) ……………………

28



Which aspect of the set design is making the performers look like toys? 

Draw 4 dance formations (use an x 
to represent each dancer:

x x x x x

Define me
Motif

Term Definition 

Pace

Pitch 

Pause

Tone

Volume

Emphasis

Inflection 

Accent

29



List 3 types of income and 3 types of expenditure for a theatre.

Income Expenditure

Create the headings for a rehearsal schedule

In a large music venue, how are the audience managed to keep them safe?
•

•

•
30



Complete the prompt book 

31



Design and annotate a set:

32



Identify 3 features that make it clear to you that this is a script:

Write a short script based on the theme ‘growing pains’. Think about how this 
theme is explored in Things I Know to be True for some inspiration.  

33



What are the different documents and who uses them? How 

do you mark up a script/text with technical cues? How do you 

create cue sheets and props lists? How do you draw up a stage 

plan? What does stage manager's notation look like? 



Define me: 

Economic benefit: 

Social benefit: 

Convince me: 

You need to convince Miss Shirt about the benefits of staging a Halloween 
showcase.

Provide two economic and two social benefits: 

➢

➢

➢

➢

What impact will performing 
in the Halloween showcase 
have on you and other 
people? 

▪

▪

▪

▪

▪

How will the show benefit the department financially? How will the 
show benefit local businesses? 

▪

▪

▪

▪

▪

Writing a pitch 
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Good afternoon and thank you for taking the time to consider my proposal for the performing arts centre, which will 
transform the lives of our community

A performing arts centre would be socially beneficial for our community. Firstly, a range of weekly classes in a number of 
disciplines (such as dance, singing and drama) would take place for babies from as young as 6 months old with ‘Sing Along’ 
sessions, to people as old as 100 with line dancing and acting classes. With a youth theatre and Am Dram group for adults, 
we would truly cater for the whole community with classes (and facilities) to suit all ages and interests. The classes offered 
would help people to stay mentally healthy as they bring people together (through their shared interest in the arts) where 
cross-generational friendships can form and people can develop their confidence as they learn to perform and perfect their 
skills. The fact that people from different age groups can attend would help to break down cross-generational barriers, 
creating greater harmony in the community. Similarly, creating the opportunity for different cultures to be understood 
through classes such as Bollywood classes and current issues (such as gang culture) explored through drama would help to 
create a greater sense of community cohesion. 

I implore you to consider the positive impact that the arts centre would have on every member of our community. 
Thank you for taking the time to consider my proposal. 
Kind regards, 
Mrs Patchett-Byrne 

Mark me…
Imagine that you are an examiner, tick and then annotate aspects of the work that make this a successful pitch. 
Think about the points that you consider in English when exploring persuasive writing. 
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…………………………………………………….

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….

…………………………………………………….

Write a pitch to convince Miss Shirt that we should produce a Halloween 
showcase. Refer to economic and social benefits (6 marks).

36



Annotate the costumes using theatrical terminology. Explain what is being communicated to the audience about each character.

37



As I walk into the lobby, I go the ....................... to buy my tickets. I call to the bar for a drink, go to the merchandising stall to 
buy a ......................... so that I can see who is in the show. An................... shows me to my seat, I am sat in the chairs on the 
floor behind the orchestra pit called the................. 

The musicians are in........................................... and they are led by the ………………………………………. Actors who are waiting to 
go on stage are waiting in the...................... Actors who are still getting ready  are in the.......................... and actors who are 
ready but aren’t needed on stage for a long time are relaxing in the................................... To make sure that they don’t 
sustain an injury, the dancers make sure that they……………………..before they perform. 

The.................. is in prompt corner ready to call the show. The technicians are in................................ Meanwhile, the director 
is………………………………..  Backstage is being controlled by the…………………………

The audience knows that the show is about to begin because the ………….. lights are dimmed.

During the performance, a costume is ripped and is fixed by the ………………………….. department. An actor takes ill mid show 
so an …………………….. steps in to play their role. The stage manager can call the family member of the ill actor by using the 
…………………………… which are found in the ………………………………..
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List the information that you need to include in your in 
your theatre review introduction: 
•

•

•

•

•

Find and Fix 

In a theatre review, you just need to explain to the 
audience what the piece is about.

List the success criteria for a theatre review: 

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

Stylistically, after using their full name once, you use the 
performers’ surname. 

Circle the evaluation words: 

Impressive    Performed     Rehearsed   Convincing 

Pace     Effective     Gesture     Successful   

Believable  

To analyse what the performers did, you need to use 
theatrical terminology.

Theatre Review

39



• Thinking about a production that you have seen, state three reasons why the staging was effective (3 marks) 
• Describe the main difficulties for the production team in creating the performance (4 marks)
• Write a brief review of one performer who played an important role in the production. The review might appear in a newspaper. (5 marks) 
• Thinking about a production that you have seen, evaluate how well two actors communicated their relationship. 
• How did the technical elements of the production enhance a scene? 
• Give an example of where you have seen collaboration between departments. 
• Explain how mood and atmosphere was created through the use of technical aspects of performance. 
• Explain how an actor or actors communicated the character’s emotions to the audience.

Theatre Review Questions

• Write a brief review of one performer who played an important role in the production. The review might appear in a newspaper. 
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Annotate this introduction to show the key information that should be included:



What is the success criteria for a theatre review?

Annotate this paragraph to show what this student has done well



Annotate this paragraph to show what this student has done well



1. Create a prequel to this image. You can: 
- Create a script 
- Create a storyboard 

Use theatrical terminology to communicate your ideas. 

Think about your presentation

Prequel= what happens before
= what happened 

before this image? You piece 
should end with this image.

Responding to a Stimulus



Write a monologue in response to this stimulus. 



The future belongs to those who believe in the beauty of their dreams

In response to the quote below, create an inspiring performance that will tour around primary schools.



The narrator stands centre stage in a spotlight. Two other characters stand USR and USL in their own spotlights. The 
narrator is counting down from 100. When he gets to 1 it is clear that something dramatic will happen. 

Using the stage directions above, create the opening to the play. The name of the play is 100. 


